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MEDIA ALERT: RWU to Showcase Expanding Urban Initiatives

WHAT:

In a press conference at its new Providence Experiential Campus, Roger Williams University will showcase individuals benefiting from the school’s ever-expanding role in Providence’s social and economic fabric (whether helping ex-convicts reintegrate into their communities, delivering a semester’s worth of college credits to inner-city high school students, providing immigration assistance to the undocumented, or keeping the lights on for poor families in medical distress) and discuss future initiatives.

WHEN:

Thursday, Sept. 8, 11:30 a.m. (followed by a 12:00 p.m. Reception)

WHERE:

Roger Williams University, Providence Campus, One Empire Plaza, Second Floor, Providence

MEDIA ACCESS:

Media are welcome to attend and interview individuals profiled at the Reception following the press conference. RVSP to Michael Bowden at mbowden@rwu.edu or (401) 835-1968.